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“On the Way to Old Faithful on a February Morning”
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**Image Description**: Travel in Yellowstone in winter is an adventure. On some days, the landscape can be described as a winter wonderland. On other days, the weather can be unpredictably harsh showing visitors why Yellowstone bison are symbols of strength, stamina, and survival. When water vapor forms in subzero temperatures, hoar frost can form on the trees. It’s interesting to note that there can’t be any wind while hoar frost forms. This makes hoar frosted trees special to see.

**Location of Image**: Yellowstone National Park

**Type of Camera and Lens Used**: Nikon D850 70-200mm Tamron lens

**Camera Settings Used**: f/8.0, 1/400sec, 75mm, ISO 160

**Artist Statement**: My favorite part of being a nature photographer is witnessing the strength, fragility, beauty, and rhythm of nature.

**Website/Social Media Accounts**: debbiemccullissphotography